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RESUMO 

 

Este estudo apresenta um modelo de projeção de investimentos alternativos para 
estimar os valores futuros de investimentos de Private Equity (PE). O desempenho 
dos investimentos de PE é avaliado pelo risco-retorno em relação a investimentos 
de Mercados Públicos simulados de forma a imitar os padrões de fluxo de caixa 
dos investimentos de PE. O modelo permite uma análise quantificada dos inputs 
que caraterizam o desempenho e riscos de investimentos de PE, e tem em 
consideração rácios de sobrevivência (survivorship bias) destes investimentos. 
Estes inputs incluem decisões dos gestores do fundo em relação à seleção, 
alavancagem, tamanho, duração e timings dos investimentos e desinvestimentos. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This study presents an alternative investment projection model to estimate the 
future values of Private Equity (PE) investments. The performance of PE 
investments is assessed by analyzing the risk-return relationship relative to 
simulated Public Market (PM) investments that mimic the cash flow patterns of PE 
investments. The model allows for a quantified analysis of the underlying inputs 
that outline the PE performance and risks, and accounts for survivorship bias. 
These inputs include the fund manager’s decisions regarding the selection, 
leverage, size, duration and timing of investment and divestments. 
 

 

KEYWORDS: Private Equity; Performance Measurement; Public Market 
Equivalent; Internal Rate of Return. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The specific characteristics of private equity funds and their investments have 

recently gained a wide attention. The increased importance of private equity investments as 

an asset class and its potential for the economy as a whole have raised some big questions 

regarding the risk and performance of private equity investments. Today, investors use 

private equity investments as a vehicle for diversification and return enhancement, which 

shows the acceptance of private equity as an established asset class (Bance 2002). Despite 

this acceptance, investors still use relatively simplistic approaches to measure and report 

the risks of investing in private equity, which might have led to inappropriate risk-adjusted 

performance analyses. 

One of the reasons for the use of such approaches is the difficulty of measuring long-

term investments. With the growing exposure to private equity, investors have increasingly 

required a proper measurement of private equity performance to fully understand and 

quantify their risk exposures. Takahashi and Alexander (2001) have developed such 

measurement, and part of this thesis focuses on the development of the existent projection 

model to better estimate the future values of private equity capital investments, as well as to 

assess the underlying performance and risks. 

In order to assess the performance and risks associated with their investments, 

investors need a right comparison of the risk-return relationship of private equity 

investments relative to public markets. In comparison to public markets investments, the 

three major obstacles for private equity investors are the inexistence of a liquid secondary 

market for this asset class, the lack of transparency, and comparable data (Campbell 2002).  
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The main objective of this study is therefore to improve the existent projection model 

to assess the performance of private equity investments. The model itself gives absolute 

measurements, which alone are not enough to derive conclusions. In order to measure 

performance, private equity investments have to be compared to a benchmark. Therefore, 

the model projections are appraised in reference to the return of public market investments 

in order to derive relative measurements. By using benchmarks as reference points, 

becomes possible to study the impact of the characteristics of private equity vehicles and 

the returns expected from those vehicles when compared with the expected returns from the 

benchmarks. 

The structure of this thesis includes a literature review in Chapter 2 mentioning the 

theoretical framework of the addressed theme, as well as the main approaches used in the 

thesis. Chapter 3 includes a description of private equity and its issues, which are essential 

to understand the content and objective of this thesis. Chapter 4 introduces the 

methodology used, including the model and inputs included in the projections. Chapter 5 

explains how the model is used to derive conclusion regarding the performance and risks of 

private equity investments by describing the main performance and risk measurement used. 

The following chapter includes the discussion of the statistics and results obtained by the 

measurements used, as well as a detailed explanation of what is summarized in the 

conclusion chapter. In the Conclusion Chapter, besides the self-explanatory topic, some 

ideas are presented regarding how individual fund characteristics and returns, along with 

the model presented in this thesis, can project and assess the performance of private equity 

investments.  
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2. Related Literature 

 

There is a growing literature studying the characteristics of private equity 

investments. Given the initial lack of information on individual fund performance, the first 

studies have focused only on the aggregate trends in private equity and on the relation 

between General Partners and entrepreneurs. With the growth of the private equity activity, 

this asset class gained a higher proportion of investments and more information on the fund 

level became available for research. Gompers and Lerner (1997) were the first to 

empirically analyse the aggregate performance of private equity funds and their capital 

flows. Their study related the private equity activity with macroeconomic factors, such as 

past industry performance and overall economic performance, and studied how the 

government taxes and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) influenced 

the capital flows into private equity.  

With the increase of information at the fund level, the research of private equity 

returns at the fund level rose and became a broad and prominent topic. The most influent in 

this field are Kaplan and Schoar (2005), Ljungqvist and Richardson (2002 and 2003) and 

Jones and Rhodes-Kropf (2003).  

Kaplan and Schoar analysed the performance of private equity funds by calculate the 

Total Value to Paid-In (TVPI) capital, the Internal Rate of Return (IRR), and the Public 

Market Equivalent (PME) of 746 private equity funds. They first found a large 

heterogeneity in fund returns, with private equity investing underperforming the S&P 500 

index on an equally weighted basis of net cash flows. However, further analysis excluding 

the average fees and carried interest of the private equity funds managers showed that, on 
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average, private equity investments outperformed the S&P 500 index. Their study analysed 

both the Limited and General Partner’s perspectives by taking into account the impact of 

fees and by not considering risk-adjusted performance measures. In addition, they found 

that funds with an increasing experience had an improving performance. In this study, the 

same comparison is made, both net and gross of fees, in order to take into account the 

impact of the fees in the funds’ returns when comparing to the benchmarked indexes. 

Ljungqvist and Richardson studied the Limited Partner side of the private equity 

industry by analysing the returns of investments in 73 private equity funds made by a large 

limited partner, between 1981 and 1993. They calculated the TVPI, IRR, Excess IRR and a 

Profitability Index for investments on fund level, using the S&P 500 index and the Nasdaq 

Composite index as benchmarks. The results indicated that private equity investments 

outperformed by 6% to 8% based on IRR. In a second paper, Ljungqvist and Richardson 

analysed the General Partner side by studying the behaviour of private equity fund 

managers and the impact of the competitive environment on the timing of investments and 

divestments. In this thesis, the same performance measurements are used and the fund 

managers’ decisions regarding the timing of investment and divestments are also taken into 

account. 

Jones and Rhodes-Kropf focused on the idiosyncratic risk of Venture Capital 

investments. They analysed data from 1,245 funds to investigate whether and how 

idiosyncraticrisk is priced in Venture Capital markets. They found that total risk rather than 

only systematic risk is priced due to the lack of transparency in the private equity industry. 

This results in excess fund returns that are increasing in the amount of idiosyncratic risk. 

This thesis does not differentiate systematic and non-systematic risks. 
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With the increasing disclosure of information by the main private equity players, it 

became possible to make a more detailed research by analysing returns of private equity at 

the investment, or project level. The most notable researches focused on the project level 

are Cochrane (2001), Schmidt (2003), Gottschalg et al. (2004), and Ick (2005). 

Cochrane focused on the individual portfolio company level and inferred the 

aggregate performance of private equity investments, concluding that private equity 

investments do outperform public markets gross of all fees on an aggregate level. Also, he 

analysed a possible survivorship bias, which can potentially arise due to the high failure 

rate of private equity investments that are not taken into account due to the unavailability of 

data. The simulation approach used in this thesis enables the consideration of survivorship 

bias, since survivorship rates can be derived from the projections of investments made. 

Schmidt analysed 642 private equity investments made in the United States to 

investigate their risk-return characteristics and the potential of this asset class for 

diversification purposes. He compared private equity and public market investments 

through a bootstrap simulation of public investments cash flow streams to approximate its 

pattern to the ones generated on private equity. He found that private equity investments 

bare higher levels of non-systematic risk compared to public market investments, but that 

an average portfolio of 20 to 28 private equity investments can eliminate over 80% of non-

systematic risk. Therefore, he concluded that private equity investments as an asset class 

has low correlation with public market investments and has a diversification potential to 

investors. In this thesis, a similar simulation approximates the pattern of private equity 

investments to public market investments, measuring the proximity of returns given their 

investments characteristics. However, the potential for diversification is not addressed.  
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Gottschalg et al. compared more than 500 private equity funds with public market 

investments based on net cash flows and concluded two controversial results. On one hand, 

they found that realized funds underperform public markets. On the other hand, they 

concluded that buyout and venture capital funds had an average beta of 1.7 and 1.6 

respectively. Given the higher exposure to non-negligible risk, a return premium would be 

expected over public markets. To find possible explanations, they named factors such as the 

investments selection, management skills, the validity of the public benchmark, and the 

ignorance of fees in the pricing process as potential explanations. This thesis takes into 

account these possible explanations, to the extent that they can be quantified. The 

investment selection and the ignorance of fees are analysed. 

Ick investigated whether private equity investments generate a return premium over 

public stock markets on the project level gross of all externalities, and whether this 

premium is adequate on a risk-adjusted level. To do so, he benchmarked his sample against 

a variety of public benchmarks and introduced alternative risk-adjusted measures. In the 

following thesis, the returns of private equity investments are analysed on a similar risk-

adjusted level, by using some of the proposed alternative risk-adjusted measures. 

Lastly, Takahashi and Alexander (2001) developed a financial model to project the 

future asset values and cash flows of illiquid assets such as venture capital, leveraged 

buyouts and real estate. The model forecasts the value of the underlying asset values based 

on actual historical information and yields a sensitivity measure to changes of fund 

commitment levels, contribution rates, distributions rates and underlying net returns. The 

model proposed in this thesis is based on Takahashi and Alexander’s model, incorporating 

several other inputs to strengthen the model. 
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3. Private Equity  

 

3.1 Private Equity Investments 

As previously mentioned, private equity investments are illiquid, since once invested 

it can be difficult to assess the funds that became tied up to investments for a long period. 

The investors typically do not have the power to make the private equity fund sell their 

stake of the investment. Therefore, investors must wait until the end of the vehicle lifetime 

in order to have access to their share of capital. 

Investors incur in such long-term and illiquid investments because of the premium 

they can earn over other conventional stocks and bonds, as well as for diversification 

purposes. However, the risk is much higher and investors can lose their entire investment if 

the fund makes bad investment decisions. In addition, investors might receive some of their 

initial capital back if the private equity fund was unable to find suitable investment 

opportunities. In such cases, investors might lose the fees they had to pay and the 

opportunity cost of the capital that was tied up without any return. 

The riskiness of a private equity fund also depends on the types of investments in 

which the fund engage. For example, venture capital investments are typically riskier given 

their focus on the early stages of a company. Private equity funds might invest in ideas, 

seeds, and mezzanine firms, which are still in the early stages of their development. Later 

stage investments include companies that want to raise funds from the public market, 

growth opportunities and leverage buyouts (LBO). In conclusion, private equity funds can 

provide different types of risk exposures, each one with different expected returns.  
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The main question is how much better do private equity funds perform comparing to 

public market funds and in which time horizons. Investors expect risk-adjusted returns for 

their investments and therefore the performance and risks of private equity investments 

must be assessible to allow investors to make accurate investment decisions.  

3.2 Differences between Public and Private Investments 

3.2.1 Market and Disclosure differences 

There are some differences between measuring the risks and returns of public markets 

and private equity markets. First, private equity assets are not traded as often as other 

assets, and therefore it is more difficult to obtain market price data. Secondly, the 

information of such assets is usually reported using the net asset value (NAV), an 

accounting value that complies with various accounting rules imposed to private equity 

funds in order to standardise private equity funds valuations. The European Private Equity 

and Venture Capital Association (EVCA) has tried to standardise these valuations in order 

to make NAV a credible value that reflects the market price of private equity assets as the 

market prices of other asset classes do. However, the Net Asset Value and the market price 

of a company can highly differ, since net asset values are accounting values and not market 

values. In addition, fund managers of this alternative asset class can highly influence the 

NAV values of their portfolios. Nevertheless, these accounting values have to be taken into 

account to calculate the risks and returns of a private equity fund during its lifetime. 
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3.2.2 Investors risk’ differences 

By investing in private equity investments, investors face different kinds of risks 

compared with the risks of investments in other asset classes. First, investors are exposed to 

funding risk, which arises from the partnership with a private equity fund. Investors’ 

commitments are contractually binding and subject to the unpredictable timing of cash 

flows, within the fund lifetime horizon. Second, there is an illiquidity risk associated with 

the long-term commitment and the inexistence of a secondary market. Third, market risk is 

inherent on the fluctuation of the market. Lastly, a capital risk exists associated with several 

factors that might affect the value to be distributed, such as the quality of the fund manager 

decisions, the exposure to the equity market, as well as to interest rates and foreign 

exchange rates. 
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4. The Model 

 

Takahashi and Alexander (2001) developed an alternative asset-fund projection 

model to better estimate the future values of private equity capital commitments. This 

model is adequate for the proposed analysis of this thesis since it meets several relevant 

criteria. First, it is sensitive to the theoretical basis of private equity investments, because 

incorporates the capital investments and distributions experience. Second, this model is 

sensitive to changes in the rates of investment and distribution. Lastly, it takes into account 

the time sample and investment environment necessary to proceed with the proposed 

analysis.  

The original model uses only six inputs, presented in table below: 

Inputs Description  Outputs Description 

RC Rate of Contribution  C Capital Contributions ($) 

CC Capital Commitment ($)  D Distributions ($) 

L Life of the Fund (years)  NAV Net Asset Value ($) 

B Factor describing the changes in 

rate of distribution over time 

   

G Annual growth rate (%)    

Y Yield (%)    

 

These inputs are included in the baseline model of this thesis, with the addition of 

several other inputs. The proposed model is not only sensitive to changes in rates of 

contribution and distribution, but also to the leverage, size, duration, return and other 

characteristics of the investments.  
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The inputs and outputs of the new model are presented below: 

Inputs Description  Outputs Description 

PI Probability of Investment  CC Capital Contributions ($) 

SI Size of Investment  D Duration of Vehicles 

RC Rate of Contribution  Div_P Divestment Period 

BC Factor describing the changes in rate 

of contribution over time 

 G Annual growth rate (%) 

𝝁 Parameter for average duration of the 

investment vehicles  

 Div_V Divestment Value 

𝜹 Parameter for the standard deviation 

of the investment vehicles’ duration 

 Dist_V Distribution Value 

BI Benchmark Index  NAV Net Asset Value 

RD Rate of Distribution  PME Public Market Equivalent 

BD Factor describing the changes in rate 

of distribution over time 

   

L Life of the Fund (years)    

Mfee Management Fees    

Clevel Carry Interests    

Lv Leverage    

 

This new model represents one of the objectives of this thesis, with the intent of 

creating an improved mechanism to estimate future values of private equity capital 

commitments, and further analyse the investments made in this asset class. 

 

4.1 Investment Level 

4.1.1 Investment Size and Timings 

The size of each investment made by the fund depends on the reported private equity 

investment characteristics. In the following graph, the investment values for the Brazilian 

private equity characteristics are presented through different value bands, each one with a 

respective probability of occurring, in order to simulate different investment sizes. 
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Sources: Private Equity and Venture Capital Research Center of Fundação Getúlio Vargas 

 

The respective timing of each investment also depends on the reported investment 

characteristics. Given the average number of investments made per year, it is possible to 

simulate the probability of investment (PI), which is the average probability of incurring in 

a new investment in each period. 

 

4.1.2 Investment Leverage 

 Given the lack of data regarding the leverage used by private equity funds to acquire 

their target companies, an approach similar to Ljungqvist and Richardson’s (2003) is used 

in this model. To take into consideration different leverages, they considered a leverage that 

reflected the average debt to equity ratio of the industry in which the fund invested. 

 The simulation takes into consideration the weight that each industry usually 

represents on private equity portfolios to calculate the probability of investing in each of 

those industries. Once selected the industry, is it possible to know the leverage (Lv) of the 

investment, as well as the required debt issuance and capital contributions from investors. 

 

 

Average Investment Size 2012 

 ]0,5] with p1=23% 

]5,50] with p2=34% 

]50,200] with p3=28% 

]200,500] with p4=10% 

]500,600] with p5=5% 
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The list of industries with their average leverage, cost of debt and beta, is: 

Industry Betas D/V Rd 

Industrials 1.24 76% 5.04% 

Consumer & Retail 1.00 52% 5.89% 

Business Services 0.90 48% 5.54% 

Healthcare 0.92 42% 6.72% 

Information Technology 0.84 48% 7.04% 

Telecoms & Media 1.02 80% 6.58% 

Food & Agriculture 0.88 36% 5.62% 

Energy & Utilities 0.98 28% 5.57% 

Other 1 56% 6.00% 

 

Sources: Industry investment’ distribution data gathered from Preqin, Betas data gathered from Fama & 

French 48 Industries (adjusted with more recent data from Bloomberg), D/V data gathered from Bloomberg 

and Yahoo! Finance. 
 

4.1.3 Capital Contributions 

In the following analysis, the total committed capital is not fixed, varying with the 

number of investments during the fund lifetime, investment sizes (IS) and leverage (Lv). 

This non-fixed committed capital approach is different from the one used in the Takahashi 

and Alexander model. The motivation is to make capital contributions sensitive to changes 

in the investment size and leverage rates of the fund investments.  

Since the contributions are usually concentrated in the first years of the fund’s life, a 

rate of contribution (RC) approximates the declining rate of capital contributions during the 

fund’s lifetime. The rate of contribution is calculated through a bow of contribution (BC) 

that decreases the probability of the fund incur in a new investment in each stage of the 

fund lifetime (L): 𝑅𝐶 =  (
𝐿−𝑡+1

𝐿
)

𝐵𝐶

. 

In the following graph, is possible to see how the probabilities of incurring in an 

investment change across the fund’s lifetime accordingly with the chosen bow of 
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contribution, and respective rate of contribution. In the end of the fund lifetime, the sum of 

all the capital contributions represents the total capital commitment to the fund.  

 

4.1.4 Duration 

To calculate the investments’ duration (D), two inputs are used: the average duration of 

the vehicles and the standard deviation of such durations. The distribution of the investments’ 

duration is then estimated through a log normal distribution to create a random distribution of 

time (since time is always a positive number). The log normal distribution has parameters 𝜇 and 

𝛿, which depend on the mean 𝑚 and variance 𝑣 of the reported private equity characteristics. 

The parameters used are:  𝜇 = log (
𝑚2

√𝑣+ 𝑚2
) ;    𝛿 = √log (

𝑣

𝑚2+1
). 

 

4.1.5 Return 

In order to assess the performance of private equity investments when compared with 

the public markets, this model approximates the pattern of private equity investments to 

public market investments. In each iteration, the model simulates a new market, using the 

mean and standard deviation of the historical returns of the chosen benchmark index (BI). 

The return of the investment will follow the return of the market during its investment 

phase, adjusted to the exposure that the investment has given its leverage and risk.  
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4.1.6 Fees and Carried Terms 

The model used Preqin’s Fund Terms data regarding the fees usually charged by fund 

type and fund size range. These fees have been converging for an average of 2% annual 

management fees on committed capital, across all fund types and sizes.  

Regarding performance fees, the majority of funds charge an average of 20% on their 

carried interests. Gompers and Lerner’s (1999) study is consistent with both management 

fees and carry interests mentioned. They conclude that 81% of the funds in their sample use 

a carry interests between 20% and 21%, and that most funds used a compensation scheme 

of a 1.5–2.5% annual management fee. 

In this thesis, the average of 2% for management fees and 20% for carry interests are 

considered, as well as variations to these inputs. However, transaction fees, which are 

charged for the cash flows during the transactions between investors and the funds, are not 

considered. There is no accurate data available regarding the value of such fees neither their 

impact on the returns to LPs. 

 

4.1.7 Divestments 

The divestment value (DivV) of each investment depends on four of the above 

mentioned inputs: the investment size (IS), the duration of the investment (D), the annual 

growth rate (G) and the fees charged (Mfee and Clevel). In addition, the divestment period 

(DivP) will be equal to the period in which the investment occurred (t) plus the already 

mentioned duration of the investment (D). 

Once divested, the private equity fund collects the proceeds of the investment and 

distributes to the investors. However, the divestment and distribution periods do not always 
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match, because the fund manager may decide to adjust distributions in order to enhance the 

fund’s performance indicators. Therefore, the lag between those periods should be taken 

into account when measuring the performance of the private equity investments for the 

investor’s perspective. Following the analysis made by Schmidt (2003), a reinvestment 

hypothesis is considered to take into account the reinvestment of intermediary cash flows. 

 

4.2 Fund Level 

4.2.1 Net Asset Value 

With several investment projections it is possible to generate the NAV of the fund. In 

the beginning of the fund, there are no assets and the liabilities are assumed to be zero. The 

first investment is then recorded and added to the firm’s assets. The same process applies to 

all subsequent investments. When the fund exits an existing vehicle, the proceeds generated 

through the investment period are added to the fund’s current assets in the case of a profit, 

and subtracted in case of a loss. 

The annual growth rate (G) of the investments will represent the NAV growth from 

one period to the next, before taking into account the distributions of that period. Please 

refer to Equation 1 of the Appendix for further explanation on the calculations.  

 

4.2.2 Distributions 

The distribution rate also follows the Takahashi and Alexander model inputs. They 

consider a bow (B), to control the rate at which the distribution changes over time. Since 

the distributions are usually concentrated in the last years of the fund’s life, a rate of 
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distribution is implemented in the model to approximate the increasing rate of capital 

distributions during the fund’s lifetime. The rate of distribution was calculated through a 

bow of distribution (BD) that increases the distribution value given the stage of the fund 

lifetime: 𝑅𝐷 =  (
𝑡

𝐿
)

𝐵𝐷

.  

In the following graph, is possible to see how the rate of distribution changes across 

the fund’s lifetime according to the chosen bow of distribution (BD):  

 

Takahashi and Alexander established a distribution formula based on the rate of 

distribution and the fund’s NAV: 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡_𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡 =  𝑅𝐷 × 𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑡. 

The rate of distribution is used to calculate the value distributed in each period, as a 

percentage of the fund’s NAV in the same period.  

 

4.2.3 Divestment vs Distributions 

Takahashi and Alexander distribution formula does not take into consideration the 

divestments made until the given period, assuming that the fund managers are willing to 

distribute a certain percentage of NAV even if the proceeds from the underlying 

investments are still to be collected. In addition, it does not account for delays in the 

distribution of proceeds from investments already exited so as to manipulate the fund 

performance.  
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Considering both problems mentioned, a new approach was implemented in the 

model to take into consideration the differences between the distribution values and the 

divestments values, in order to make sure that the former do not outweigh the later. In the 

end of each year, a distribution occurs if the 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡_𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡 is lower or equal than the 

accumulated proceeds of divestments not yet distributed. Since the time interval used on the 

simulation is months, a distribution of a percentage of NAV in each month would severely 

affect the NAV across the fund lifetime. Therefore, the distribution was assumed to be in 

the end of each year, accordingly with the respective rate of distribution of that period.  
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5. Application of the Model 

 

The fund’s NAV estimation obtained by the projection model proposed in this thesis is 

similar to the ones obtained by Takahashi and Alexander in their model. However, the increase 

in inputs and variable factors of the model strengthened the projections by taking into account 

different factors that influence the fund performance.  

Using the NAV and the future values of the private equity investments estimated through 

the model, is now possible to assess the performance of such investments by comparing with 

public market investments.  

The model, as well as the results, was programmed in MATLAB®, and each simulated 

cluster of investments includes one thousand to two thousand repetitions. 

 

5.1 Private Equity Performance Measurements 

Given the specific characteristics of private equity funds and their investments, 

measuring their risk-adjusted performance is neither straightforward nor easily comparable 

with other asset classes. Some of the measurements that follow are considered mandatory 

for private equity investments, according to the Global Investment Performance Standards. 

Such measurements try to give a clear picture of where a fund stands at any given time, and 

to compare the performances of different investment opportunities for private equity 

investors. 
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5.1.1 Performance Based on Cash Flows 

The most simple but effective performance measurement is based on the cash flows 

from the investment or fund. It measures the ratio of the cash inflow and the cash outflow. 

A multiple larger than one means that the private equity investment has created value. 

However, private equity investments are usually held for long periods, during which the 

private equity fund may realize distributions to investors or ask for more contributions, 

influencing the multiple. The multiple has two components. The first is the Distributions to 

Paid-In Multiple (DPI), or Realization Multiple, which measures the ratio of cumulative 

pay-outs made to investors to the paid-in capital. The second term is the Residual Value to 

Paid-In Multiple (RVPI), which is the ratio of residual value (the same as Net Asset Value) 

to paid-in capital. Both multiples combined give the Total Value to Paid-In (TVPI): 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 − 𝐼𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 − 𝐼𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
+  

𝑁𝐴𝑉

𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑 − 𝐼𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
. 

This multiple gives a good measure of the value of the investments and of the fund as 

a multiple of the initial investment, but does not take into account any opportunity cost, that 

is to say, the time value of money. 

This multiple is not a relative performance measurement because it does not consider 

a benchmark investment. Therefore, the model incorporate the projection of a comparable 

benchmark investment, with the same timing.  

All the performance measurements used are appraise to the benchmark investments in 

order to calculate excess returns and assess the performance of the private equity 

investments. 
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5.1.2 Performance Based on IRR 

The annualized Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is also commonly used as a 

performance indicator to communicate to investors. This method takes into account not 

only the paid-in capital, the cumulative distributions and residual value, but also the Net 

Present Value (NPV) of the investment made. The IRR is the return rate that equates the 

NPV to zero: 

∑
𝐶𝐹𝑡

(1 + 𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑡

𝑇

𝑡=0

= 0, 

with: 

CF = Net Cash Flow in period t; 

T = Investment Horizon. 

However, some problems also arise from the use of this performance measurement. 

First, the calculation of the IRR can result in more than one solution or might not even be 

solvable. In addition, fund managers can easily manipulate the IRR by determining the 

timing of cash flows and the value weighted performance of the funds.  

 

The excess return (ER) on an investment i using the IRR is calculated as follows: 

𝐸𝑅𝑖 = 𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑖 − 𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑏 , 
with: 

𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑖= Internal Rate of Return of investment i; 

𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑏 = Internal Rate of Return of benchmark investment b. 
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5.1.3 Performance Based on PME 

The Public Market Equivalent (PME) is an adjusted index return measurement that 

reflects the irregular timing of cash flows experienced with private equity investments. The 

PME determines how many dollars an investor would need to invest in a chosen public 

market to generate a return equal to that of one dollar investment in a private equity 

investment, on a present value basis. Kaplan & Schoar (2003) used the PME to compare the 

average return of private equity funds with the S&P 500 returns. For investment i, the PME 

is equal to: 

𝑃𝑀𝐸𝑖 =  
∑ (𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑡𝑖. ∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑏𝑛)−1𝑡

𝑛=0 )𝑇
𝑡=0

∑ (𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑡𝑖. ∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑏𝑛)−1𝑡
𝑛=0 )𝑇

𝑡=0

, 

with: 

𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑡𝑖 = cash outflow (distribution) of investment i in period t; 

𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑡𝑖 = cash inflow of investment i in period t; 

𝑟𝑏𝑛 = total return of benchmark b in period n. 

For a PME value higher than one, the private equity investment outperformed the 

public benchmark, while a PME of less than one reveals underperformance. A more 

detailed description was included in Equation 2 of the Appendix. 
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5.1.4 Reinvestment Hypothesis  

In order to better estimate the true value of private equity investments, a second 

simulation approach is made assuming the reinvestment of intermediate cash flows on the 

benchmark investment. This approach is similar to Schmidt’s (2003) simulation, in which a 

purchase (sale) of shares in the benchmark is made when the underlying private equity 

investment has a positive (negative) intermediate cash outflow. 

 

5.1.5 Survivorship Bias  

The model presented in this thesis projects investments with the characteristics of private 

equity investments by considering as inputs the most important factors that influence the 

performance and underlined risks of private equity. Therefore, the projections reflect the 

entire process of private equity investments, leading to an approximation of the results 

obtained by real investments. However, the model projects not only investments in their 

best performance, which are the ones usually reported, but also captures the worst case 

scenarios, which performance is usually not disclosed and taken into account when 

assessing the risks and performance of private equity investments. This survivorship bias is 

therefore taken into account, which might lead to new information and possibly an 

underperformance of the obtained results comparing to the performance reported by fund 

managers and limited partners for other studies. 
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5.2 Private Equity Risk Measurements 

Private equity investments are known as typically riskier than investments of other 

asset classes. Therefore, is important to measure such risks and include them in the 

conclusions derived regarding the performance of private equity investments. 

 

5.2.1 Standard Deviation 

The standard deviation of the private equity returns measures their dispersion relative 

to the mean return. The standard deviation of the return can be calculated as follows: 

𝛿 = √
∑ (𝑟𝑖 − �̅�)𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
, 

with: 

𝑛 = number of observations; 

𝑟𝑖 = return of investment i; 

�̅� = mean return. 

The standard deviation measurement of investment risk for private equity investments 

is questionable. It assumes a normal distribution for the underlying returns, which does not 

hold in the case of private equity. In addition, positive deviations from the mean return are 

not a risk, but rather an opportunity for investors. Since the standard deviation measures the 

dispersion instead of the risk, is overstates the investment risk. 

 

5.2.2 Downside Deviation 

Contrary to standard deviation, downside deviation measures the dispersion of the 

private equity returns relative to a reference point, below which the observations are taken 
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into account. This means that it differentiates between the risk and the dispersion of the 

private equity returns.  

The formula is: 

𝐷𝐷 = √
∑ (𝑅 − 𝑟𝑖)

2𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
 | 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑅 , 

with: 

R = reference return. 

Since private equity investments are appraise to a benchmark investment, the chosen 

reference point is the average return of the equivalent benchmark investments of the given 

fund. In this way, the downside deviation measures the risk of the private equity investment 

underperforming the average benchmark investment, within the cluster of investments 

projected for a given fund. 

 

5.3 Private Equity Risk-Adjusted Performance Measurements 

Using the previously mentioned risk measurements it is possible to assess the performance 

of private equity investments adjusted to their underlying risks.  

5.3.1 Sharpe ratio 

The Sharpe ratio relates the excess return of the private equity investment over a risk-

free rate investment to the standard deviation of the private equity investment return.  
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The Sharpe ratio formula is: 

𝑆𝑅𝑖 =  
𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑓

𝛿𝐹

,  

with: 

𝑟𝑖 = total annualized IRR of investment i over the investment; 

𝑟𝑓 = total annualized IRR of a risk-free investment; 

𝛿𝐹 = standard deviation of the investments of the fund (F) that investment i belongs to. 

 

The model also incorporates the projection of a comparable risk-free investment, of 

the same amount as the drawdowns made by the investors, as well as the same timing, in 

order to match the private equity investment. The chosen risk-free investment was a 2 years 

US Government bond, as in Ick (2005). 

 

5.3.2 Modified Sharpe ratio 

The aforementioned problem with standard deviation, which overstates the private 

equity investment risk, also minimizes the Sharpe ratio by overstating its denominator. 

Therefore, a modified Sharpe ratio is used to better estimate the risk-adjusted performance 

of private equity investments. Using downside deviation, the modified Sharpe ratio is 

𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑖 =  
𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑓

𝐷𝐷𝑓

, 

with: 

DDF = downside deviation of the investments of the fund (F) that investment i belongs to. 
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6. Summary Statistics based on the Model 

 

In this section, the statistics of the model are presented and discussed. From the inputs 

mentioned, an interpretation of their impact is analysed by using the following inputs: 

Input 
Scenario 

-2 
Scenario 

-1 
Base Model 

Scenario 
1 

Scenario 
2 

Benchmark Index (BI) 
 

S&P 500 Bovespa FTSE 100 
 

Investments per year (PI) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

Bow of Contribution (BC) 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.5 

Bow of Distribution (BD) 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

Duration (D) 4.9 5.2 6.2 7 7.5 

Fund Lifetime (L) 10 12 15 18 20 

Leverage  80% 90% Industries 110% 120% 

  

The middle column is the baseline model, from which an individual analysis for each input 

is made by keeping all the other inputs in the baseline model constant while changing the 

value of a specific input. 

Ibovespa is the main index used, given the quality of data provided by GVCEPE, the 

Private Equity and Venture Capital Research Center from Fundação Getúlio Vargas, in 

Brazil. All the characteristics of private equity investments used in the baseline model 

regard reliable data collected, from which variations are considered and analysed.   
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6.1 Performance Statistics 

6.1.1 Performance Based on Cash Flows 

Table 1 in the Appendix resumes the results obtained for assessing the performance 

based on cash flows. The model estimates that private equity investments have an excess 

return of approximately 47% over the public market equivalent investments, on the baseline 

model. However, this excess return comes associated with a twofold dispersion of the 

private equity investments’ return. The private equity returns range from -100% to 900%, 

while the public market equivalent investments achieve approximately 350% of return, with 

a much lower shortfall, given the positive trend of the market and the lower volatility of its 

returns.  

Even with such higher dispersion, private equity investments have an extraordinary 

number of high returns, which contributes to a higher mean return than the public market 

equivalent investment, despite of a closer median return. This leads to a more positive 

skewed distribution of private equity investments. 

If the money collected by the fund managers in management fees and carry interests 

were invested in the private equity investments as part of the investor’s money, their 

average excess return over the benchmark would be almost 147%, rather than 47%. 

The bow of contribution has a positive impact on the private equity return. This 

means that if contributions are more spread throughout the fund lifetime, the average return 

on private equity investments increases. The diversification of the investments throughout 

the fund lifetime consequently contributes for a lower risk associated with economic cycles 

during the fund lifetime. The same happens with the benchmark investment, but in a lower 

proportion given its lower volatility compared with the private equity investments. Overall, 
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a higher bow of contribution increases the average excess return, by increasing the average 

private equity return to a greater extent than the benchmark investment return.  

Opposite to the bow of contribution, the bow of distribution has a negative correlation 

with the private equity and the benchmark returns. As earlier as the distribution are made, 

higher is the private equity performance based on cash flows. A possible explanation is a 

shorter exposure to risk. However, the difference between the divestment and distribution 

periods makes such an earlier distribution unfeasible. Also, given the illiquidity of private 

equity investments, investments are tied up and cannot be distributed as desired.  

An increase in the average duration of the investments has a positive impact on the 

return of both private equity and benchmark investments. Given the private equity 

characteristics, an increase in the duration contributes to a higher number of extreme 

positive returns. The initial dispersion of the returns of the private equity investments 

compared with the benchmark returns becomes even higher with an increase in the average 

duration of the investment, contributing to a higher excess return. Even for lower average 

durations, the private equity performance based on cash flows still outperforms the 

benchmark performance. 

The number of investments per year does not appear to influence the performance of 

private equity. This is probably due to the fact that a higher number of investments linearly 

distributed over the fund lifetime does not contribute to a change in the overall performance 

of the fund. By contrast, an abnormal number of investments in a given year is more likely 

to influence the performance of the overall fund by signalling the impact of a specific stage 

of an economic cycle during the years of investment.  
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An increase in the fund lifetime also has a positive impact on both private equity and 

benchmark investments. However, the prevalence of the private equity average returns over 

the benchmark seems to fade away with the increase of the fund lifetime. Both investment 

types increase their mean returns, with private equity investments achieving returns over 

one thousand percent, but the benchmark investments obtain the highest increase, resulting 

in a lower aggregate excess return.  

Leverage, as expected, has a great impact on the cash outflows generated by the 

investments. Given the positive skewed distribution of private equity’ returns, increasing 

leverage to 120% of the industry average leads to returns of several thousand percent in 

some investments. Leverage severely increases the number of bankrupted investments, 

though. On average, leverage increases the performance of private equity investments 

based on cash flows, yielding excess returns of several hundred percent over the benchmark 

returns. 

 

6.1.2 Performance Based on IRR 

Table 2 in the Appendix resumes the results obtained for assessing the performance 

based on IRR. In contrast to the performance based on cash flows, the model suggests that 

private equity investments do not outperform, on average, the benchmark equivalent 

investments based on the Internal Rate of Return. The excess return based on annualized 

IRR is on average -4.5%1, with the average private equity investment yielding 

                                                           
1 This average is calculated using the average annualized IRR of all private equity investments and all 
benchmark investments. However, the sample used for the benchmark average is higher since private equity 
investments have a higher number of unsolvable IRR. Ignoring the benchmark vehicles that mimic the 
private equity investments with an unsolvable IRR, the excess return is less negative, with an average of -2%. 
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approximately 9%, while the benchmark investment yields approximately 11%. The 

explanation behind such difference is the negative skewed distribution of the private equity 

annualized IRR. 

Despite a median IRR closer to the one for the benchmark investments, the higher 

number of losses of private equity investments contributes to several negative IRR. The 

annualized IRR of the private equity investments range approximately from -23.5% to 

37.5% compared to a benchmark investment range from – 1.5% to 26%. 

Reinvesting intermediate cash flows in the less volatile benchmark improves, on 

average, the mean IRR of private equity investments, diminishing the difference to the 

mean IRR of the benchmark investment. Inasmuch as reinvesting in volatile periods in 

which the benchmark outperforms the private equity investment seems promising, 

reinvesting in periods of losses might deteriorate even more the investment performance. 

Such cases are reflected on the higher dispersion of the IRR of the private equity returns, 

which might achieve annual returns from 2% lower to 3.7% higher. On average, assuming 

reinvestment improves the average annualized return of private equity investments by 

approximately 1.5%. 

By considering the money collected by the fund managers in management fees and 

carry interests, the return for investors would yield an average excess return based on IRR 

of approximately 14%, rather than 9%. Considering the reinvestment hypothesis, the 

average excess return based on IRR would be approximately 16% annually. 

The bow of contribution does not have a significantly impact on the performance 

based on annualized IRR as opposed to what happens with cash–flow-based measures. A 

higher bow of contribution, by contributing for a higher diversification of contributions 
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along the fund lifetime, improves slightly the average annualized IRR of the private equity 

investments, but equally improves the average annualized IRR of the benchmark public 

investments. Therefore, the average excess return remains constant, not being influenced by 

the bow of contribution nor by the contribution rate.  

As happens with the performance measures based on cash flows, the bow of 

distribution has a negative correlation with the private equity and benchmark performances 

based on IRR. However, unlike the performance measures based on cash flows, in which 

the time value of money is not considered, the bow and rate of distribution have more 

implications on the performance based on IRR. The difference between the divestment and 

distribution periods has an impact on the annualized IRR of the investments. A lower bow 

of distribution leads to a narrower difference between the divestment and distribution 

periods. A lower delay, given the time value of money, contributes to a higher annual IRR 

of the private equity investments and a less negative excess return over the benchmark. 

Increasing the average duration of the investments also has a positive impact on the 

performance of private equity investments. The negative excess return based on the IRR is 

narrowed by the increase of the average duration of the investments. Alone, such increase is 

not sufficient for private equity investments outperform, on average, the benchmark 

investments. The results obtained by the model suggest that an increase in the average 

duration of the investments contributes for a higher concentration of the private equity IRR, 

yielding a less positively skewed distribution and a lower percentage of abnormal returns. 

An increase in the number of investments per year has a slightly negative impact on 

the performance of the private equity investments. The lower the number of investments 
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per year, the lower is the downside deviation of the IRR values and the higher the average 

IRR of the private equity investments. 

Regarding the fund lifetime, the results are similar to the performance measures based 

on cash flows. Both the private equity and benchmark investments IRR rise with the 

increase in the fund lifetime, but the benchmark investment have the highest increase. 

Therefore, since private equity investments already underperformed their equivalent public 

market investments, upping the fund lifetime exacerbates such underperformance.  

The increase in leverage also greatly influences the performance of private equity 

based on IRR. As with cash flow returns, an increase in the investments leverage leads to 

an abnormal number of high IRR values, but also an increase of bankrupted investments. 

Overall, an increase of leverage beyond the industry averages increases the performance of 

private equity investments based on the IRR by achieving average returns that outperform 

the average return of the benchmark investments. 

 

6.1.3 Performance Based on PME 

Table 3 in the Appendix resumes the results obtained for assessing the performance 

based on the PME. The PME results have a comparative advantage to the IRR calculations, 

given the number of investments without any IRR solvable solution. The increased number 

of observations makes the PME concept unambiguous and a more accurate performance 

indicator. 

The obtained results suggest a vis-à-vis performance of the private equity investments 

and the public benchmark investment. Without considering the reinvestment hypothesis, the 

PME has an average value of approximately 0.95, meaning that investors just needed to 
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invest in the benchmark 95% of the amount invested in the private equity investment to 

obtain the same return. Considering the reinvestment investment, investors already had to 

invest more in the benchmark investment to obtain the same return as the private equity 

investment – approximately 102%.  

It is important to mention the dispersion and distribution of the PME results. Despite 

the average PME of around 1, the median PME is approximately 0.75 without the 

reinvestment hypothesis and 0.84 assuming the reinvestment hypothesis. The distribution is 

positively skewed, which can be explained by the lower limit of 0, in cases in which the 

entire investment in private equity is lost, but no upper limit. 

Considering the PME gross of fees, the average PME is approximately 1.3, which 

means that the private equity investments clearly outperformed the equivalent public 

market investment. Assuming the reinvestment hypothesis, the average PME gross of fees 

is even higher. Most of the impact comes from the management fees, since the statistics 

show that the PME would still be greater than one if gross of management fees but net of 

carry interests.  

Since the PME is highly influenced by the underlying benchmark, two other indexes 

– S&P 500 and FTSE 100 – were used as discount factors for the calculation of the PME. 

However, changing the benchmark also requires adjustments to other specific 

characteristics from those markets, such as their investment value bands, fund and vehicles 

durations, as well as specific fund managers’ decisions. Therefore, only changing the 

benchmark does not contribute for an accurate result, as is shown by the reported values in 

the table. However, the sensitivity of the model to these specifications shows that with the 
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right private equity investment characteristics as inputs, the model can derive results and 

assess the performance of specific geographic zones. 

As with the IRR, the bow and rate of contribution does not have a significant impact 

on the PME. As previously mentioned, a higher contribution rate contributes to a higher 

average IRR of the private equity and benchmark investments, and therefore the PME 

remain constant. However, reinvesting the proceeds from already divested investments 

seems to improve the PME slightly, under a higher contribution rate. A possible 

explanation is the even higher diversification of the returns in periods with high volatility of 

private equity returns. 

The PME indicator improves slightly as the bow of distribution decreases. This 

negative correlation shrinks in magnitude under the reinvestment hypothesis. A possible 

explanation is that the return obtained by the reinvestment of intermediate cash flows in the 

benchmark is already counterweighted by the implicit actualization of cash flows by the 

average benchmark return in the PME formula. Therefore, a lower delay of distributions 

does not have such a significant impact on the PME under the reinvestment hypothesis. 

An increase in the average duration of the investments raises the PME, achieving 

averages above 1, net of fees. This suggests that, as the average duration increases, the 

private equity investments tend to outperform the public market equivalent investment and 

therefore investors have to invest more in the public market to obtain the same result as the 

private equity investment. 

The number of investments per year does not seem to influence the PME. However, 

the fund lifetime has opposing impacts on the PME according to whether one assumes or 

not reinvestment. Without reinvestment, the PME decreases with an increase in the fund 
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lifetime, whereas it increases under reinvestment. A possible explanation is the higher 

impact that the increase in the fund lifetime has on the benchmark investment, when 

compared to the impact on the private equity investment. 

Leverage also positively affects the PME. With all other inputs constant, any increase 

in leverage beyond the industry average results in an average PME higher than one. 

 

6.2 Risk-Adjusted Performance Statistics 

6.2.1 Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on Cash Flows 

Table 4 in the Appendix resumes the results obtained for assessing the risk-adjusted 

performance based on cash flows. The simulation results indicate that private equity 

investments underperform according to the Sharpe ratio. As explained before, the 

appropriateness of the Sharpe ratio is questionable, since it uses standard deviation to 

appraise private equity investments to the public market. The proposed Modified Sharpe 

ratio, which uses downside instead of standard deviation, takes into consideration the 

investment risk instead of the dispersion of the private equity investments. 

Indeed, the simulation results show that private equity investments outperform the 

benchmark according to the Modified Sharpe ratio. The results for the private equity 

investments have a mean of approximately 1.2 while the public benchmark investments 

have a mean of approximately 1.1. Despite the small difference, later changes in some 

inputs contributes for a better risk-adjustment performance of private equity investments. 

The dispersion of the results is consistent with the observed cash flows returns. Both 

distributions are positively skewed, with the private equity investments achieving Modified 

Sharpe ratio values twice as high than the public benchmark counterparts. However, the 
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private equity investments also underperform the risk-free rate (the 2 years US Government 

bond) more often, resulting in negative results and a lower Modified Sharpe Ratio. 

Given the positive relationship between the bow of contribution and the average 

return on both private equity and benchmark investments, it is expected that the Sharpe 

ratio and Modified Sharpe ratio improve. Indeed, given the lower risk associated with 

economic cycles during the fund lifetime, the Sharpe ratios of both the private equity and 

the benchmark investments improve with higher bow and rate of contribution. However, 

the lower volatility of the benchmark investments can sometime contribute to a higher 

improvement of their associated Sharpe ratio. This means that the contribution that this bow 

has on the returns of the private equity investments is not sufficient to widen the risk-

adjustment performance over the benchmark.  

The bow of distribution has a significant impact on the Sharpe ratios of both the 

private equity and benchmark investments. Moreover, a lower bow of distribution widens 

the difference between the Modified Sharpe ratio of the private equity investments and the 

Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investments. Therefore, the bow of distribution is negatively 

correlated with the risk-adjusted performance of private equity investments. 

The duration of the investments also denote a positive correlation with the private 

equity risk-adjusted performance based on its cash flows. The already higher Modified 

Sharpe ratio of private equity investments becomes even higher than the Sharpe ratio of the 

benchmark investments as the average duration of the investments increases. However, 

shorter durations might lead to underperformance of the private equity investments. 

The number of investments per year has an impact on the Sharpe ratio and Modified 

Sharpe ratio of the private equity investments. A lower number of investments per year 
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increases the Sharpe ratio of private equity investments. A possible explanation is the lower 

exposure to some specific risks associated with some industries in which the fund has less 

probabilities of investing if the number of investments per year decreases. Therefore, the 

relationship between the number of investments per year and the Sharpe ratio must only be 

considered after adjusting the probabilities that each fund has, given its investment focus, 

of investing in each industry. 

An increase in the fund lifetime has a negative impact on both the Modified Sharpe 

ratio of private equity investments and on the Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investment. 

The dispersion of the Sharpe ratios suggests that shorter fund lifetimes contribute to a lower 

dispersion of both types of investments. On the one hand, private equity investments do not 

achieve such a high number of extreme positive returns. On the other hand, the underlined 

risk associated with the investments made is much lower, with a lower standard and 

downside deviation. Therefore, the Modified Sharpe ratio of private equity investments 

becomes even higher than the Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investments as the fund 

lifetime decreases. 

Based on the leverage statistics, both the Sharpe ratio and Modified Sharpe ratio of 

the private equity investments increase with leverage. Despite the higher risk associated 

with such investments, the return of the private equity investments seems to compensate. 

Therefore, the risk-adjusted performance of private equity increases with leverage. 

 

6.2.2 Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on IRR 

Table 4 in the Appendix resumes the results obtained for assessing the risk-adjusted 

performance based on the IRR. As previously mentioned, the model projects a better 
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performance of private equity investments based on cash flows, but a lower performance 

based on IRR. The same applies to risk-adjusted performance measures.  

Private equity investments underperform the risk-free rate much more often than the 

benchmark investment, regardless of whether one reinvests the intermediate cash flows. 

This contributes to a lower Modified Sharpe ratio. In addition, private equity investments 

do not show a positively skewed distribution. 

As with the risk-adjustment performance based on cash flows, there is a positive 

relationship between the bow of contribution and the improvement of both the Modified 

Sharpe ratio of the private equity investments and the Sharpe ratio of the benchmark. In 

addition, the higher benefits of the benchmark investment associated with the increased 

diversification of contributions over the fund lifetime narrows the excess risk-adjustment 

performance of private equity investments over the benchmark. In the IRR case, it might 

widen the risk-adjusted underperformance of the private equity investments over the 

benchmark.  

The bow of distribution also has a significant impact on the Modified Sharpe ratio of 

the private equity investments and the Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investments. A lower 

bow of distribution narrows the difference between the Modified Sharpe ratio of the private 

equity investments and the Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investments, diminishing the 

underperformance of the private equity investments. Therefore, the bow of distribution is 

negatively correlated with the risk-adjusted performance of private equity investments 

based on the IRR. 

Changing the average duration of the investments can highly influence the 

performance of the private equity investments, based on the IRR. For higher investment 
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durations, the Modified Sharpe ratio of private equity investments is much higher than the 

Sharpe ratio of the benchmark investments. Unlike IRR values, which become more 

concentrated with a higher duration, the Modified Sharpe ratios have a higher dispersion, 

but an equal downside, meaning a positively skewed distribution that contributes for a 

higher risk-adjusted performance of the private equity investments. 

The number of investments per year also affects the Sharpe ratio and Modified 

Sharpe ratio of private equity investments based on IRR. The same reasoning regarding the 

industries should be taken into account, and therefore the relationship between the number 

of investments per year and the Sharpe ratios must only be considered after adjusting the 

probabilities of investing in specific industries. 

As with the results based on cash flows, the fund lifetime is negatively correlated 

with both the Modified Sharpe ratio of private equity investments and the Sharpe ratio of 

the benchmark investments. The only difference is that, for lower fund lifetimes, the 

Modified Sharpe ratio of private equity investments becomes higher than the Sharpe ratio 

of the benchmark investments. This means that the risk-adjusted performance of the private 

equity investments is superior to the benchmark performance, based not only on cash flows, 

but also on IRR. 

The Sharpe ratios based on IRR also benefit from the positive impact that leverage 

has on private equity performance. Once again, despite the increased risk and the higher 

level of bankrupted investments, the abnormal returns appear to compensate, on average, 

the underlying risks associated with high levered private equity investments. Modified 

Sharpe ratios of private equity investments outperform the Sharpe ratios of the benchmark 

investments, supporting a high risk-adjusted performance of private equity investments. 
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7. Conclusions 

 

A first analysis of the performance based on TVPI, IRR and PME shows a large 

heterogeneity of results of private equity investments, with an average positive performance 

based on TVPI and PME, but negative based on IRR. The same analysis as Kaplan and 

Schoar (2005) to study the impact of fees shows that private equity investments, on 

average, outperform the benchmark indexes used, excluding the average fees and carried 

interests charged. However, such study does not take into account risk-adjusted 

measurements. 

By assessing the risk-adjusted performance of private equity investments, the results 

show that these investments generate on average a return premium over the compared 

public benchmarks gross of all externalities, as concluded by Ick (2005). The same paper 

also concludes that this premium is adequate on a risk-adjusted level. Most of the same 

risk-adjustment measurements were used, verifying a consistency of the results. 

The analysis of the impact of the fund managers’ decisions on the investments 

performance concludes that higher bows of contribution improve the overall fund 

performance. Also, lower bows of distribution, and therefore higher distribution rates, 

improve the overall fund performance. Some explanations relate to the existence of 

economic cycles and to the diversification of risk with more spread contributions, and 

earlier distributions, across the fund lifetime. The impact of the average duration of 

investment vehicles and the lifetime of the fund have similar explanations. Ljungqvist and 

Richardson (2003) analysis of the influence of General Partners on the timing of 

investments and divestments arrives to similar conclusions.  
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The statistics obtained regarding the reinvestment hypothesis are consistent with the 

results first reported by Schmidt (2003), with very similar improving percentages of 

performance. 

The results obtained using this model goes beyond the analysis made by Cochrane 

(2001), relative to the survivorship bias. The model also focused on the investment level 

and similarly concludes that the aggregate performance of private equity investments 

outperform public markets gross of all fees. However, the model presented in this thesis 

allows the projection of investments with the characteristics of private equity investments 

that reflect the entire investment process. Therefore, the worst case scenarios are captured 

and considered. This leads to a lower, but more accurate, performance of private equity 

investments based on IRR, compared to studies that rely on data reported by fund managers 

and limited partners. Such data usually suffers from a survivorship bias do to the 

unreported failure rate of private equity investments. 

Overall, the improved Takahashi and Alexander (2001) model presented in this 

thesis, with its increased number of inputs and variable factors, provides accurate projections 

of private equity investments. The obtained results are consistent with results obtained in 

several other studies, and therefore can be used to estimate the future values of private equity 

capital investments under several characteristics. 

Inputs from individual funds or from specific geographic zones can be used along with 

the model to simulate the same investment characteristics and derive conclusions by assessing 

the performance of such private equity investments. 
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9. Appendix 

Equation 1 - Net Asset Value 

First, the return of the vehicles being divested in period i has to be calculated, and is equal to: 

 

 
𝐷𝑡−𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑡
=

𝑃𝑡

𝐼𝑡
 

 

However, the return of the vehicles divested in period i does not represent the total return of the 

fund in that period, since they do not represent the funds’ total assets. Therefore: 

 

 𝑊𝐼𝑡 =
𝐼𝑡

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1
 

 

Therefore, the return of the entire funds’ assets is: 𝑟𝑖 =  
𝐷𝑡−𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑡
× 𝑊𝐼𝑡 =

𝑃𝑡

𝐼𝑡
×

𝐼𝑡

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1
=  

𝑃𝑡

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1
 

Using the NAV formula, we can isolate 𝑃𝑡: 

 
𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖 = (𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1) + 𝑃𝑡 + 𝐼𝑖 
 

𝑃𝑡 = 𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖 − 𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1 − 𝐼𝑖  
 

Substituting for  𝑃𝑡 in the fund return yields 𝑟𝑖 =  
𝑃𝑡

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1
=  

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖 − 𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1−𝐼𝑖

𝑁𝐴𝑉𝑖−1
 

 

 

 

Equation 2- Public Market Equivalent 

In order to arrive to the PME ratio, it is necessary to use a benchmark index’s (public market) 

return: 

𝑟𝑡𝑖 =  
𝐼𝑉𝑡

𝐼𝑉𝑡−1
− 1 

With: 

𝑟𝑡𝑖 = 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡 

𝐼𝑉𝑡 = 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡 

 

Once the total duration of the public market investment is known, is possible to get to the monthly 

return of the public benchmark investment: 

 

𝑟𝑚 = [∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑖𝑡) 
1
𝑇 − 1

𝑡

𝑡=1
] 

 

For the private equity investment, the total return of investments j is: 𝑋𝑇 =  
𝑉𝑗𝑇

𝑉𝑗0
− 1 
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With: 

𝑉𝑗0 = value of private equity investment 𝑗 in period 0 

𝑉𝑗𝑇 = value of private equity investment 𝑗 in period 𝑇 

 

Once the total duration of the private equity investment is known, is possible to get to the monthly 

return of the benchmark: 

𝑥𝑚 = [(
𝑉𝑗𝑇

𝑉𝑗0
)

 
1
𝑇

− 1] 

 

Based on our PME definition, the following relationship must hold: 𝑥𝑚  =  𝑃𝑀𝐸𝑗𝑖  ×  𝑟𝑚 

 

With: 

𝑃𝑀𝐸𝑗𝑖 =  Public Market Equivalent ratio of investment 𝑗 relative to benchmark 𝑖 

 

Therefore, the PME is the ratio of the discounted value of all cash outflows (distributions) and the 

discounted value of all cash inflows, using the return of the benchmark as the discount rate: 

𝑃𝑀𝐸𝑖 =  
𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑡𝑖. ∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑏𝑛)−1𝑡

𝑛=0

𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑡𝑖
=  

(𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑡𝑖. ∏ (1 + 𝑥𝑖𝑛))𝑡
𝑛=0 . ∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑏𝑛)−1𝑡

𝑛=0

𝐶𝐹𝐼𝑡𝑖
=  

∏ (1 + 𝑥𝑖𝑛))𝑡
𝑛=0

∏ (1 + 𝑟𝑏𝑛))𝑡
𝑛=0

 

With: 

𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑡𝑖 = cash outflow (distribution) of investment i in period t 

𝐶𝐹𝑂𝑡𝑖 = cash inflow of investment i in period t 

𝑟𝑏𝑛 = return of benchmark b in period n 

𝑥𝑖𝑛 = return of investment i in period n 
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Performance Based on Cash Flows mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median

Benchmark Index (BI)

Return - PE Investment - - - - - - 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% - - - - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark - - - - - - 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% - - - - - -

Fees

Return - PE Investment - - - - - - 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 283.2% 368.2% 173.6% - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark - - - - - - 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 144.3% 318.7% 54.7% - - -

Bow of Contribution (BC)

Return - PE Investment 179.3% 275.8% 95.9% 181.8% 278.9% 93.2% 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 195.8% 289.0% 109.4% 203.2% 290.4% 116.6%

Excess Return over Benchmark 39.9% 235.9% -21.0% 43.9% 237.5% -21.3% 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 46.7% 246.1% -17.7% 43.7% 250.8% -20.9%

Bow of Distribution (BD)

Return - PE Investment 197.9% 293.9% 109.5% 195.1% 287.4% 107.3% 191.7% 286.4% 106.6% 185.6% 280.8% 100.5% 179.5% 276.3% 95.6%

Excess Return over Benchmark 59.2% 248.4% -8.3% 50.1% 243.5% -15.0% 49.3% 243.9% -16.3% 32.6% 241.1% -27.9% 28.9% 240.0% -29.6%

Duration (D)

Return - PE Investment 139.6% 246.4% 61.9% 138.0% 245.0% 62.7% 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 241.2% 318.0% 147.2% 255.7% 327.2% 160.8%

Excess Return over Benchmark 21.3% 209.6% -33.6% 19.7% 209.7% -34.1% 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 64.6% 274.3% -4.1% 74.1% 281.2% 2.5%

Investments per year (PI)

Return - PE Investment 194.3% 284.1% 113.1% 183.9% 270.6% 105.4% 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 181.9% 280.0% 96.7% 187.1% 288.0% 98.8%

Excess Return over Benchmark 52.3% 238.8% -5.3% 44.1% 229.7% -13.7% 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 43.4% 238.7% -19.1% 46.3% 246.3% -20.2%

Fund Lifetime (L)

Return - PE Investment 177.0% 221.0% 128.2% 172.6% 244.3% 107.3% 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 187.4% 302.1% 90.8% 190.7% 316.0% 87.1%

Excess Return over Benchmark 53.9% 197.3% 14.7% 46.2% 213.8% -3.4% 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 34.2% 255.6% -30.7% 30.3% 262.4% -36.8%

Leverage (Lv)

Return - PE Investment 115.2% 181.6% 69.4% 145.8% 218.9% 86.6% 184.2% 279.9% 101.7% 254.1% 388.0% 123.9% 458.2% 797.8% 139.6%

Excess Return over Benchmark -20.2% 145.6% -40.9% 3.7% 179.0% -29.4% 44.7% 238.5% -16.8% 108.6% 348.8% -3.8% 316.7% 761.9% 13.3%

Net of Fees Gross of Fees

Ibovespa

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

4.90 5.20 6.20 7.00 7.50

0.80 0.90 Industries 1.10 1.20

10.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 20.00

Performance Based on IRR mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median

Benchmark Index (BI)

IRR - PE Investment - - - - - - 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% - - - - - -

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% - - - - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark - - - - - - -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% - - - - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) - - - - - - -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% - - - - - -

Fees

IRR - PE Investment - - - - - - 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 13.6% 17.7% 14.2% - - -

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 15.9% 20.1% 16.4% - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark - - - - - - -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% 0.6% 15.1% 1.3% - - -

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) - - - - - - -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% 2.8% 16.9% 3.6% - - -

Bow of Contribution (BC)

IRR - PE Investment 8.7% 16.8% 9.5% 8.4% 17.1% 8.9% 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 9.3% 16.7% 10.0% 9.1% 16.8% 9.6%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 10.2% 19.1% 11.2% 9.9% 19.4% 10.5% 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 11.0% 19.1% 11.8% 10.8% 19.2% 11.4%

Excess Return over Benchmark -4.8% 14.5% -3.9% -4.9% 14.6% -4.3% -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% -4.7% 14.4% -3.9% -5.3% 14.7% -4.6%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -3.2% 16.3% -2.2% -3.3% 16.4% -2.6% -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% -2.9% 16.2% -2.0% -3.6% 16.4% -2.8%

Bow of Distribution (BD)

IRR - PE Investment 9.7% 17.6% 10.5% 9.6% 17.2% 10.2% 9.2% 17.4% 9.9% 8.7% 16.5% 9.3% 7.9% 16.2% 8.5%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 11.0% 19.5% 11.8% 11.0% 19.2% 11.7% 10.7% 19.4% 11.4% 10.6% 19.1% 11.3% 10.0% 19.2% 10.6%

Excess Return over Benchmark -3.6% 14.8% -2.8% -4.3% 14.6% -3.5% -4.4% 14.8% -3.7% -5.4% 14.3% -4.8% -6.0% 14.3% -5.3%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -2.4% 16.3% -1.4% -2.8% 16.2% -2.1% -2.9% 16.4% -2.1% -3.5% 16.4% -2.7% -4.0% 16.5% -3.0%

Duration (D)

IRR - PE Investment 8.3% 19.8% 8.8% 7.9% 19.4% 8.1% 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 9.4% 15.2% 10.0% 9.0% 13.9% 9.6%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 10.6% 23.5% 11.0% 10.2% 23.1% 10.3% 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 10.6% 16.8% 11.3% 10.0% 15.2% 10.7%

Excess Return over Benchmark -6.5% 17.2% -5.7% -6.6% 16.8% -6.0% -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% -4.0% 13.1% -3.1% -3.6% 11.9% -2.7%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -4.2% 20.0% -3.4% -4.3% 19.7% -3.6% -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% -2.7% 14.3% -1.7% -2.5% 13.0% -1.6%

Investments per year (PI)

IRR - PE Investment 9.6% 17.4% 9.7% 9.0% 17.1% 9.6% 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 8.8% 17.0% 9.5% 8.8% 17.1% 9.5%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 10.7% 18.7% 11.1% 10.4% 18.9% 11.0% 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 10.4% 19.3% 11.1% 10.4% 19.4% 11.1%

Excess Return over Benchmark -3.9% 14.8% -3.5% -4.3% 14.5% -3.6% -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% -4.6% 14.6% -3.7% -4.6% 14.7% -3.8%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -2.7% 15.8% -2.1% -2.9% 15.9% -2.1% -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% -3.0% 16.4% -2.1% -3.0% 16.6% -2.1%

Fund Lifetime (L)

IRR - PE Investment 7.5% 15.7% 8.3% 8.0% 16.3% 8.5% 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 8.7% 17.2% 9.1% 8.9% 17.2% 9.4%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 8.3% 17.1% 9.1% 9.2% 18.2% 9.7% 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 10.7% 19.9% 11.1% 11.2% 20.3% 11.7%

Excess Return over Benchmark -4.3% 13.8% -3.4% -4.5% 14.2% -3.7% -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% -5.5% 14.7% -4.8% -5.9% 14.6% -5.2%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -3.5% 14.9% -2.5% -3.3% 15.7% -2.4% -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% -3.5% 16.8% -2.7% -3.6% 16.9% -2.7%

Leverage (Lv)

IRR - PE Investment 5.0% 15.2% 6.3% 6.7% 15.8% 7.6% 8.9% 17.4% 9.5% 11.2% 18.7% 11.3% 15.1% 22.5% 12.9%

IRR - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 6.1% 17.1% 7.3% 7.9% 17.7% 8.9% 10.2% 19.2% 11.0% 13.2% 21.3% 13.4% 18.0% 26.1% 15.4%

Excess Return over Benchmark -7.5% 12.8% -6.1% -6.4% 13.4% -5.3% -4.5% 14.8% -3.7% -2.6% 16.5% -2.7% 1.2% 20.6% -1.1%

Excess Return over Benchmark (Reinvestment) -6.5% 14.1% -4.9% -5.2% 14.9% -3.8% -3.1% 16.2% -2.2% -0.6% 18.6% -0.6% 4.1% 23.7% 1.0%

Net of Fees Gross of Fees

Ibovespa

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

4.90 5.20 6.20 7.00 7.50

80.0% 90.0% Industries 110.0% 120.0%

10.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 20.00

Table 1 - Performance Based on Cash Flows 

Table 2 - Performance Based on IRR 
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Performance Based on PME mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median

Benchmark Index (BI)

PME - - - 0.84 0.65 0.72 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.63 0.64 - - -

PME (Reinvestment) - - - 0.88 0.65 0.77 1.01 0.79 0.84 0.81 0.63 0.68 - - -

Fees

PME - - - - - - 0.95 0.81 0.75 1.30 1.07 1.05 - - -

PME (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.37 1.02 1.16 - - -

Bow of Contribution (BC)

PME 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.94 0.82 0.73 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.96 0.82 0.76 0.95 0.81 0.75

PME (Reinvestment) 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.00 0.79 0.83 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.03 0.79 0.86 1.03 0.79 0.85

Bow of Distribution (BD)

PME 0.98 0.83 0.78 0.97 0.81 0.77 0.97 0.82 0.77 0.93 0.80 0.72 0.92 0.82 0.71

PME (Reinvestment) 1.03 0.80 0.85 1.04 0.80 0.86 1.03 0.80 0.86 1.01 0.79 0.83 1.01 0.79 0.83

Duration (D)

PME 0.91 0.82 0.70 0.90 0.80 0.69 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.97 0.81 0.78 0.99 0.80 0.80

PME (Reinvestment) 0.99 0.79 0.81 0.98 0.79 0.80 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.04 0.80 0.87 1.05 0.79 0.88

Investments per year (PI)

PME 0.96 0.79 0.78 0.95 0.79 0.76 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.95 0.82 0.75 0.95 0.83 0.74

PME (Reinvestment) 1.02 0.79 0.86 1.01 0.78 0.84 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.02 0.80 0.84 1.01 0.80 0.83

Fund Lifetime (L)

PME 0.95 0.71 0.82 0.96 0.78 0.79 0.95 0.81 0.75 0.93 0.83 0.72 0.92 0.84 0.70

PME (Reinvestment) 0.99 0.69 0.88 1.01 0.76 0.87 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.02 0.81 0.83 1.02 0.83 0.84

Leverage (Lv)

PME 0.78 0.56 0.69 0.84 0.64 0.72 0.95 0.81 0.75 1.14 1.12 0.79 1.71 2.23 0.82

PME (Reinvestment) 0.83 0.52 0.78 0.90 0.62 0.81 1.01 0.79 0.84 1.23 1.12 0.89 1.84 2.26 0.93

Net of Fees Gross of Fees

FTSE 100 Ibovespa S&P 500

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

4.90 5.20 6.20 7.00 7.50

0.80 0.90 Industries 1.10 1.20

10.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 20.00

Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on 

Cash Flows
mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median

Benchmark Index (BI)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.21 1.00 -0.08 - - - - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 1.20 2.12 0.58 - - - - - -

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment - - - - - - 1.11 1.00 0.96 - - - - - -

Fees

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.50 1.00 0.21 - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 1.20 2.12 0.58 2.47 3.31 1.50 - - -

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment - - - - - - 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.09 1.00 0.95 - - -

Bow of Contribution (BC)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.30 1.00 0.01 0.22 1.00 -0.09 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.29 1.00 0.00 -0.11 1.00 -0.40

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.17 2.10 0.56 1.18 2.13 0.52 1.20 2.12 0.58 1.24 2.13 0.62 1.23 2.07 0.61

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.16 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.13 1.00 0.99 1.23 1.00 1.11

Bow of Distribution (BD)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.27 1.00 -0.03 0.29 1.00 -0.01 0.12 1.00 -0.16 0.26 1.00 -0.04 0.14 1.00 -0.15

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.35 2.27 0.69 1.31 2.19 0.65 1.26 2.17 0.62 1.11 2.00 0.51 1.06 1.98 0.47

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.12 1.00 0.97 1.19 1.00 1.04 1.16 1.00 1.00 1.15 1.00 1.00 1.13 1.00 0.98

Duration (D)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.29 1.00 -0.01 0.23 1.00 -0.07 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.14 1.00 -0.15 -0.21 1.00 -0.49

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.95 1.99 0.33 0.89 1.96 0.29 1.20 2.12 0.58 1.41 2.16 0.79 1.53 2.23 0.89

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.02 1.00 0.85 0.98 1.00 0.82 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.27 1.00 1.14 1.28 1.00 1.15

Investments per year (PI)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.25 1.00 -0.02 0.19 1.00 -0.09 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.31 1.00 0.01 0.25 1.00 -0.06

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.36 2.18 0.74 1.24 2.08 0.65 1.20 2.12 0.58 1.15 2.11 0.51 1.16 2.14 0.51

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.09 1.00 0.97 1.12 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.16 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.00 0.94

Fund Lifetime (L)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment -0.69 1.00 -0.90 -5.23 1.02 -5.50 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.15 1.00 -0.16 0.40 1.00 0.08

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.84 2.22 1.41 1.45 2.16 0.88 1.20 2.12 0.58 1.10 2.11 0.44 1.08 2.11 0.40

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.25 1.00 1.17 1.22 1.00 1.10 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.09 1.00 0.92 1.09 1.00 0.90

Leverage (Lv)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.24 1.00 0.01 0.23 1.00 -0.04 0.21 1.00 -0.08 0.25 1.00 -0.09 0.09 1.00 -0.30

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.66 1.43 0.31 0.86 1.66 0.42 1.20 2.12 0.58 1.67 2.86 0.71 3.18 5.78 0.86

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.08 1.00 0.94 1.13 1.00 0.98 1.11 1.00 0.96 1.13 1.00 0.98 1.12 1.00 0.97

Net of Fees Gross of Fees

Ibovespa

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

4.90 5.20 6.20 7.00 7.50

0.80 0.90 Industries 1.10 1.20

10.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 20.00

Table 3 - Performance Based on PME 

Table 4 - Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on Cash Flows 
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Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on IRR mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median mean std dev median

Benchmark Index (BI)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.47 1.00 0.51 - - - - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.83 1.33 0.85 - - - - - -

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 0.49 1.00 0.53 - - - - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 1.01 1.44 1.04 - - - - - -

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment - - - - - - 1.49 1.00 1.47 - - - - - -

Fees

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.76 1.00 0.79 - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment - - - - - - 0.83 1.33 0.85 2.10 1.94 2.08 - - -

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.76 1.00 0.78 - - -

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) - - - - - - 1.01 1.44 1.04 1.93 1.92 1.94 - - -

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment - - - - - - 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.45 1.00 1.42 - - -

Bow of Contribution (BC)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.48 1.00 0.52 0.45 1.00 0.48 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.53 1.00 0.56 0.34 1.00 0.37

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.79 1.27 0.82 0.73 1.33 0.72 0.83 1.33 0.85 0.85 1.31 0.88 0.98 1.33 1.00

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.51 1.00 0.55 0.47 1.00 0.49 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.55 1.00 0.58 0.54 1.00 0.57

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.97 1.41 1.01 0.94 1.42 0.95 1.01 1.44 1.04 1.05 1.45 1.07 1.09 1.41 1.08

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.56 1.00 1.53 1.50 1.00 1.47 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.57 1.00 1.54 1.68 1.00 1.66

Bow of Distribution (BD)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.54 1.00 0.58 0.52 1.00 0.55 0.50 1.00 0.54 0.44 1.00 0.47 0.44 1.00 0.47

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.92 1.36 0.95 0.95 1.34 0.96 0.89 1.33 0.92 0.55 1.64 0.50 0.66 1.19 0.68

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.55 1.00 0.59 0.54 1.00 0.57 0.51 1.00 0.55 0.46 1.00 0.49 0.49 1.00 0.51

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 1.12 1.59 1.08 1.13 1.47 1.13 1.00 1.43 1.03 0.44 2.30 0.00 0.90 1.37 0.92

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.54 1.00 1.50 1.62 1.00 1.59 1.61 1.00 1.57 1.58 1.00 1.56 1.53 1.00 1.50

Duration (D)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.38 1.00 0.41 0.37 1.00 0.38 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.61 1.00 0.65

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.58 1.26 0.59 0.56 1.25 0.54 0.83 1.33 0.85 1.07 1.49 1.13 1.27 1.43 1.32

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.41 1.00 0.42 0.39 1.00 0.40 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.59 1.00 0.63

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.73 1.39 0.73 0.73 1.39 0.70 1.01 1.44 1.04 1.27 1.50 1.26 2.10 1.98 2.26

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.29 1.00 1.24 1.25 1.00 1.20 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.86 1.00 1.84 1.95 1.00 1.92

Investments per year (PI)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.53 1.00 0.54 0.50 1.00 0.53 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.49 1.00 0.52 0.47 1.00 0.51

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.28 1.60 1.24 1.58 1.80 1.52 0.83 1.33 0.85 0.76 1.33 0.78 0.72 1.27 0.76

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.56 1.00 0.58 0.29 1.00 0.32 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.50 1.00 0.53 0.48 1.00 0.52

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 1.56 1.64 1.55 1.13 1.48 1.12 1.01 1.44 1.04 0.89 1.39 0.92 0.85 1.37 0.89

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.46 1.00 1.46 1.49 1.00 1.48 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.54 1.00 1.51 1.48 1.00 1.44

Fund Lifetime (L)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.62 1.00 0.65 0.50 1.00 0.52 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.49 1.00 0.51 0.49 1.00 0.52

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 1.99 1.62 1.99 2.13 1.73 2.15 0.83 1.33 0.85 0.67 1.23 0.68 0.62 1.21 0.65

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.46 1.00 0.50 0.52 1.00 0.55 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.51 1.00 0.53 0.52 1.00 0.55

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 2.46 1.83 2.44 1.49 1.53 1.48 1.01 1.44 1.04 0.85 1.37 0.85 0.78 1.34 0.81

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.97 1.00 1.94 1.71 1.00 1.67 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.44 1.00 1.41 1.42 1.00 1.38

Leverage (Lv)

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.30 1.00 0.37 0.39 1.00 0.44 0.47 1.00 0.51 0.56 1.00 0.56 0.60 1.00 0.51

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment 0.41 1.05 0.47 0.55 1.13 0.58 0.83 1.33 0.85 1.05 1.51 1.02 2.76 3.00 2.30

Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.29 1.00 0.35 0.40 1.00 0.45 0.49 1.00 0.53 0.57 1.00 0.57 -8.13 1.06 -8.23

Modified Sharp Ratio - PE Investment (Reinvestment) 0.52 1.13 0.58 0.67 1.21 0.71 1.01 1.44 1.04 1.30 1.68 1.26 1.90 2.37 1.55

Sharp Ratio - Benchmark Investment 1.45 1.00 1.41 1.55 1.00 1.52 1.49 1.00 1.47 1.55 1.00 1.52 1.52 1.00 1.49

Net of Fees Gross of Fees

Ibovespa

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50

0.01 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

4.90 5.20 6.20 7.00 7.50

0.80 0.90 Industries 1.10 1.20

10.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 20.00

Table 5 - Risk-Adjusted Performance Based on IRR 


